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Department of Mathematics, University of the District of Columbia 
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Abst ract - -The optimal control of linear differenti~l-difference systems of neutral type, with respect 
to quadratic performance criteria ovm- an infinite time interval is treated. The lineac differential- 
difference systems with delays in coordinates, derivatives, and control actions are considered. The 
Ly&punov-Bellman formalism is used to find the optimal solution. The globs] optimality of the 
solution follows from convexity of the set of admissible controls and of the cost functional, and 
linearity of the constraints. The computations] procedure is based on considering the approximate 
optimal problem. A connection isestablished between the original and approximate optimal problems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of finding stabilizing feedback controls for differential-difference systems has been 
widely discussed in the literature in recent years (see, e.g., [1-5]). The optimal control problem 
for differential-difference systems of neutral type with a stable difference operator was considered 
in [2,3]. Such systems were examined as a class of abstract linear control systems in a Hilbert 
space. The solution of the optimal problem followed from the solution of the operational Riccati 
equation. 
The approach to the linear quadratic ost problem for the differential-difference systems of 
neutral type proposed in [5] distinguishes from the above mentioned. Being based upon the 
traditional dynamic progra .~ng procedure, this approach is of considerable interest because 
it enables us to obtain the general form of the Lyapunov-Bellman functionals for differential- 
difference systems of neutral type which can be used for the stability analysis and synthesis of 
linear and nonlinear neutral systems (see [5-8]). 
In [5], the dynamic programming procedure was used for linear neutral type delay systems 
with a single delay in control and state variables. A special type of approximation, which made 
it possible to examine an auxiliary linear optimal problem for systems without delays instead of 
the original time-delay problem, was introduced. The proximity of the optimal solutions of the 
original and auxiliary synthesis problems was established. The existence of the optimal control 
for neutral delay systems with a stable difference operator and the so-called suboptimal control 
problem were examined. These problems were not considered in [2,3]. 
In this paper, a study of the quadratic optimal control problem with many delays in control 
and state variables is presented. The performance index, more general than in [5], is considered. 
It contains retarded state variables. The solution of the Bellman equation for this problem 
differs from the solution obtained in [5]. The global optimality of the solution follows from the 
convexity of the problem. The corresponding approximate problem has some specific features, in 
comparison with the case discussed in [5], which are emphasized. 
This paper is divided into six sections. In Section 2, the generalized optimal problem for 
differential-difference systems of neutral type is formulated. Its solution is given in Section 3. The 
so-called equivalent auxiliary optimal control problem is considered in Section 4. The proximity 
of the optimal solutions of the original and auxiliary problems is established. In this section, the 
existence of the optimal control for the original system is linked with the existence of the optimal 
solution for a sequence of the auxiliary problems. In Section 5, the suboptimal control problem 
is examined. We conclude our paper in Section 6. 
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2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
The class of time-lag systems that this paper considers consists of deterministic systems de- 
scribed by linear differential-difference equations with a stable difference operator of the form 
1 I r 
~. ,c ,  x(t  - , '4 = ~ A, x(t  - ,'4 + ~ B, , , ( t  - o,), (2.1) 
i----0 i----0 i----0 
• (t) = ~,.(t), ~(t) = ~,~(t), -n  _< t __. 0, u(t) = ~,u(t), -o~ _< t _< 0, 
where z(t) is an m-dimensional vector; u(t) is an n-dimensional control vector (n _< m); ri is 
a time delay associated with the system coordinates, 0i is a time delay associated with control 
actions; ~( t ) ,  ~( t ) ,  and ~u(t) are initial functions, respectively, of z(t), ~(t), and u(t); Ai, Bi 
and Ci are constant matrices of order compatible with z(t) and u(t); Co = I. 
The problem dicussed here is that of developing a procedure for designing a feedback controller 
for systems of the form (2.1) on the basis of some results of optimal control theory. 
Let the cost functional of control associated with (2.1) be 
1 j  dr, (2.2) 1= 3 
0 \ i=0  j=0 
where Q = [Qij] is a symmetric and positive semidefinite matrix, 9 > 0 is a constant. 
The system (2.1) is supposed to be uniformly controllable, i.e, for any initial conditions, there 
exist a finite T and an input u(t), 0 < t < T, such that z(t) = 0, T -7  < t < T, 3, = max{rt,0r}. 
Admissible controls for (2.1) are those u(t) in £2[0,00] that yield a finite value of (2.2) for any 
initial conditions ~=(t), ~( t ) ,  and ~u(t). 
The synthesis problem of the closed-loop optimal control system consists in finding controller 
equations which together with (2.1) form an asymptotically stable system and minimize the 
functional (2.2). 
As the solution of (2.1) depends upon initial conditions ~x (t), taa (t), and ~u (t), we will consider 
admissible controls, from which the optimal control u(t) is chosen, to be a set of functionals 
u[z(t + ~,), ~(t + (,), u(t + ~r)] defined on continuous functions x(t + ~), ~(t + ~.), and u(t + or) 
(-r~ < ~ < 0, -Or < ~ < 0). For simplicity but without loss of generality, we will assume the 
solution of (2.1) to satisfy the so-called consistency condition [9]: u(t) is a continuous function 
(-Or < t < co) and 
i I r 
E Ci ~,(W- ri)= E A,~x(~-ri)+ E Biu(~-0,). 
i----0 i----0 ira0 
We shall assume also that in a control aw all terms containing derivatives are computed at a 
delayed instant. 
We will describe the procedure of the solution of the optimal problem, which is based on the 
dynamic programming method, assuming the existence of the optimal control. 
3. THE OPT IMAL  PROBLEM SOLUTION 
Let the optimal functional value be 
J (~( t ) ,  ~( t ) ,  ~u(t))= min I. (3.1) u(t) 
Then, in accordance with the optimality principle, it can be written 
) j(~,.(t), ~,~(t), ~,u(t)) = rain xr ( t  - ~,) 0,# x(t - ~#) + #. r ( t )  . ( t )  dt 
u(t) 2 \ i=o j=0 
(3.2) 
+21f t  \ i=0 j=oZr ( t - r i )O i J z ( t - r J )+gur ( t )u ( t )  dt 
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{1/(± ' ) 
= rain ~=~(t -  ,-,)Q,~ =(t -  ,~) + ~,,~(t), , (t)  d~ 
"(=) 2 i=o .~=o 
J(~,=(t + 6), ~,=~(t + 6), ~,,,(t + 6))~ + 
.I 
(3.2 cont.) 
where ~=(t + 6), ~( t  + 6), and ~u(t + 6) ( -~  _< t _< 0, -Or _< t _< 0) are initial functions 
corresponding to the initial moment of control to = 6. 
Let 6 be sufficiently small and assume xistence of the derivatives ~=, ~( t ) ,  and ~u(t), so 
that ~o=(t + 6) = ~o=(t) +~b=(t) 6 + O(6), ~( t  + 6) = ~:~(t) + ~b~(t) 6 + 0(6), ~u(t + 6) = ~ou(t) + 
(ou(t) 6 + O(6), where 0(6) is an infinitesimal quantity of higher order than 6. 
Let J(x,~e,u) be an abstract function defined on E= (~ Ea ~ Eu, where z E E=, ~ E Ea, and 
u E Eu (~ denotes the direct sum of corresponding spaces E=, Ea, and Eu). A differentiable 
function J(z, a~, u) has the following representation at the point (zo, x0, u0), 
J(zo + A=; ~o + A~; uo + A,,) = J(zo, ~o, uo) + J=(=o, ~o, uo) A= + J=~(=o, ~o, uo) A, 
+ &(=o, ~o,,,o) A,, +,,,[(xo, :~o,,,o); (A~, A~, A,,)], 
(3.3) 
where 
I1~[(=o,~o,,,o); (A=,A~, A,,)]II --. o as II(A.,A.,A,,)II ---, o. (3.4) 
II(A=, A=~, A,,)II 
Here, A=, A~, and Au are arbitrary elements of spaces E=, E~, and Eu, respectively; J=, J~, and 
Ju are linear (relatively to A=, A~, and Au), operators called the corresponding partial derivatives 
at (z0, =0, u0). 
As it is often done when using the dynamic programming procedure, let us assume that 
J(~=(t + 6), ~( t  + 6), ~u(t + 6)) can be represented in the form (3.3), namely, the second 
term of (3.2) can be represented as
J(~,,(t + 6), ~,~(t + a), ~,,,(t + a)) 
= J(~,~,(t), ~,~(t), ~,,,(t)) + J=(~,=(t), ~,,(t), ~,,,(t)) (~=(t) a + o(6))  
+ Ja(~o=(t), ~oa(t), ~ou(t))((o~(t)6 + 0(6))  + Ju(p=(t), ~o,(t), ~ou(t)) (~bu(t) 6 + 0(6))  
+,~[(~,~,(t), ~,~(t), ~,,,(t)); (,~(t) 6 + o (0 ,  ~( t )  6 + o(~), ~,,(t) 6 + o(6))]. (3.5) 
Substituting this expression into (3.2), using the mean value theorem for integrals, dividing by 
6 > 0, letting 6 ---, 0, taking into account (3.4), and noting that in accordance with the optimality 
principle, the strategy must be optimal relative to any state in which the system is at the current 
instant, we obtain the required functional equation as follows 
( ) min~ 1 ~-~Ezt(t-ri)Q,jz(t-Tj)+gur(t)u(t) 
"(0 L2 i=o ,~=o 
+ 1=~(t + 0 + J=~(t + ~) + J,, ,~(t + ~')/ 0, 
J 
-n_<~<O,  -0 r_<~<0,  (3.6) 
where J=, J~, and Ju are the partial derivatives at the point 
(=(t + O, ~(t + ¢), u(t + v)), -n  _< ~ < o, -0 ,  < v < o. 
Here, ~ and a are unknown parameters in the mean value theorem which may be different for 
each term. For simplicity of notation, we use common ~ and a in what follows, this not affecting 
the final results. 
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For the existence of a minimum of the expression i brace brackets, its derivative with respect 
to u(t) (~7[']) must be equal to zero, i.e., 
u(t) = --~1 ~[° .j,~ ~(t + ~) + J~, ~(t + ~) + j,,(~(t + ~)1, -n  ___ ~ < o, -o, _< ~ < o. (3.7) 
Hence, the solution of the considered problem reduces to finding the functional J (z(t  + ~), 
~(t + ~), u(t + or)), -n  _< ~ < 0, -0r < cr < 0, satisfying (3.6). The solution will he sought 
a form which is different from the one given in [5]. 
2J(x(t + ~), ~(t + ~), ,,(t + ~)) = x'r(t)w ~(t) 
I I 0 
i=1  j " r ,  
o 
+ f (~T(t) BI(~) u(t + ~) + uT(t + ~) n~(~) ~(t)) d~ 
- -0 r  
0 * 
+ f (~(t)  B~(~) x(t + ~1 + ~r(~ + ~1 e~(~) ~(t)) d~ 
- -  I" I 
o 
+ / (zr(t) Bs(~) ~(t + ~) + ~r(t + ~) B~(~) z(t)) d~ 
- -  7" I
0 0 0 0 
--Or --Or --7"I --7"I 
0 0 0 0 
--7"I --er --Or --7"I 
o o 
- -T !  - -7"1 
0 0 0 0 
--7"I --Or --Or --1"I 
o o 
+ / / Zr(t +~)Pe(~'~)Z(t + °')d~d~' 
--T| --7"I 
where W = ~Va'; H/j, i(j) = 1,...  ,i; B,(cr), I~(~), i = 2,3 and pj(~, or), j = 1,... ,6, ~r(~,o') = 
~ (~, (), r = 1, 2, 6 axe matrices of appropriate dimensions. 
The form (3.8) presents a generali,ation of the quadratic Lyapunov's funetionals given in [7]. 
It can also be used for the stability analysis of e wider class of differential-difference sys~n~ than 
in [7]. 
To find the optimal functional value we should set t in (3.8) equal to zero. 
After finding J~ ~(t + ~), J~ ~(t + ~) and Jud(t + or) (see Appendix A), the optimal control is 
obtained from (3.7) in the form (see also [5]) 
0 0 
(3.9) 
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where 
~c(o) = (w + ~s(o)) ~o + ~(o). 
~(o .  ~) = ~o ~~1(~) + r~(o..) + no ~ v~(o..). 
~G(f, o) = ~r(o  ~o + ~'~(f, o) + ~'~(f, o) ~o, 
~(f ,  o) = B~(O ~o + ~'~(f, o) + ~'6ff, o) ~o. 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
The unknown matrices atisfy the set of equations given below, which can be obtained by sub- 
stituting the expressions of J., J i, J .  (see Appendix A) and (3.9) in Bellman's functional equa- 
tion (3.6) and grouping (after some transformations) elements of the type: 
0 
(a) zT(t) [.Ix(I); (b) / zr(t) [.] u(t + o) dot; 
--0e 
0 0 
(c) f zT(t)[.]z(t q-f)d~; (d) f zr(t)[.]k(t +f )d f ;  
--~l --TI 
0 0 0 0 
(e) / /uT(t-Ff)[.]u(t-i-o')d~do'; (f) / /z'l'(,-Ff)[.]x(t+o')dfdu; 
--Or --Or --TI --¢1 
0 0 0 0 
--¢! -Or  --¢~ --fl 
0 0 0 0 
(i) f f kT(t+O[.]u(,+a)dadf; (j) f f ieT(,+O[.]ie(t+a)dadf; 
(k )  xT( t  - -  "r/)[.] z ( t  - -  "rj), (i(j) = 1,... ,1), 
respectively, the symbol [.] denotes an expression to be equated to zero. We have 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
(g) 
(h) 
(i) 
I 
Qoo - l jc(o) J : (o) + WAo + A~o w + ~ H,, + aa(0) Ao + Ao ~ S~(0) + S2(0) + a2~(0) = 0, 
g i=1 (3.14) 
a~, Ao-r(~l(,,)+~'do,~,))-~'s(o,~,)+ Jc(o)gI(o,~,)=o, -o ,__o<o;  
(3.15) 
1 Jc(o)/c~(f, o) = o, -~  < f < o; dB~(f)d~ A°r (Y2(f) + pr ( f ,  0)) - P2(0,f) + g - (3.16) 
dYa(O 
(~3(0 +7>6(O,0) - -~( f ,0 )  + ~ JC(0) JC3-r(f,0) = 0, --n _< f < 0; Ao r
d~ (3.17) 
~rl(f,  ~) Orl(f, ~) 
Of ~" Oa + 1 K;l(O,f),~l"r(o, a) = O, -0,  < f(o-) < O; (3.18) g 
or2(f,~) or2(f, o9 1 
Of + 0o" + - K~2(f, O) K~2"r(o ", O) = O, - r t  < f(o-) < O; (3.19) g 
ms(f, 09 O',%(f, ~) 
Of + 0%" -I- 1/C2(f,O)/Cl"r(O,a) - O, -~  < f < O, -a,. < o" < O; (3.20) 
or4(f.~) or4(f.~) 1 
Of + Ow + - ~u(f, O) £~a'r(w, O)= O, -~  < f(w) < O; (3.21) g 
Ors(f ,a) + 1/Cs(f,O)K~(O,o') = O, -~  _~ f < O, -St _~ o" < O; (3.22) 0f + &r g 
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av6(~,o.) ope(~,o.) 
(j) (9~ -i- (9o- -t- _lg K~a(~, O) K~ T (o-, O) -- O, -~  _ ~(o-) < O; (3.23) 
(k) Qi j  - Hij = O, ( i ( j )  = I , . . . , I ) .  (3.24) 
Finally, we obtain the boundary and discontinuity conditions for (3.15)-(3.23), by grouping ele- 
ments of the type 
(bl) zT(/) [.] u(t -- 9,), ( /=  I , . . . ,  r -  1); (b+) acT(t) [.],(t -- 0r); 
(Cl) xT(7~)[']X(7~ - -  T/), (+-  1, ... , / -  1); (c2) ZT(t) [']=(t - ~); 
(c3) zr(t)[.]z(t - T+j), where re/= r, - +'j, (i(j) = 1,... ,1); 
(dl) zr(t )  ['] k(t - ri), (i = 1, . . . ,  I - 1); (d2) zr(t )  ['] k(t - rt); 
0 0 
(el) fuT(t--Oi)[.]u(t+o.)do., ( i=  1, . . . , r - -  1); (e2) fuT(t-Or)t'lu(th'o.)do.; 
-0 ,  -e ,  
0 0 
(fl) f xT(t--ri)[']x(tq-~)d~; (t"2) / zT(t-- 7/) [']z(t + ~) d~; 
_~-! --11 
0 0 
(g+) ( i=1 , . . . , r -1 ) ;  (g,) fzr(t+~)[.]u(t-O,)~; 
0 0 
(+3) ( i=1 , . . . , / -1 ) ;  (g4) 
-e r  -#r  
0 0 
(hi) /xr(t-ri)t.]~(t+u)do., (i = 1 , . . . , / -  1); (hz) /zT(t--rt)[']*(t+q)do.; 
--"rl --'rl 
0 0 
(ha) fxr(t++)[.l+(t-r+)d~, ( i=1 , . . . , / - -1 ) ;  (h4) f+'(t+e)[.l+(t-n)~; 
--TI --TI 
0 0 
(il) /+'f(tq-+)[.]tl(t--Oi)d~, ( i - -1 , . . . ,1 - -1 ) ;  (i2) f+r(t++)[.l,(t-e,)+.; 
- - f  I - - f l  
0 0 
(ia) f +r(t--ri)t.lu(t+o.)da, ( i= l , . . . , r - - l ) ;  (i4) f *T(t--n)[.]u(t+o.)da; 
-er  -0r 
0 0 
01) f *T(t--Ti)[.]*(~-o.)dff, ( i=1, . . . ,1 - -1) ;  0') f *T(t--l')[']*(t+') d~' 
--'rl --'rl 
respectively: 
(!)1) ~1(--0/+) -- B l ( - -0 i ' )  = (W -I- B3(0)) Bi ,  
(h2) e l ( -0 r )  - -  (W -~- B3(0)) Br ,  
(c~) e2(- , - ,  +) - e~(-,'.) = (w + e~(o)) A, + Qo, + 
(c2) e2(-m) = (w + es(o)) A, + Ooa, 
(++) e+(-,~ +) - e+(- ,~) = ~ H,,, 
r,g 
r-g=k 
( i--  1 , . . . , r -  1), (3.25) 
(3.28) 
E Hrg, ( i=  I , . . . , I - I ) ,  
,,~ (3.27) 
r--g=i 
(3.28) 
(k ~ 1,.. . ,  t), (3.29) 
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(dl) Ba(-r +) - Bz(-~'i") = - (W+ Ba(O))C~, 
(d~) M(-rl) = -(PV + Ba(O)) Ct, 
(i=1,...,I-I), (3.30) 
(3.31) 
(e~) ~,~(_0+,,,) _ ~'~(-0/-,,,) = B7 (~(,,) + r~(o,~,)), 
(e~) ~'~(-0r, ~,) = B,'r (t3~(,,) + ~'5(0, ~,)), -0r _<,, < 0, 
(fl) r2(-r+,~) - ~z(-r/" ,~) - Air (B2(~) + ~r(~, 0)), 
(f~) ~o2(-rt, ~) = A/'r (B2 (~) q- "P4"r (~, 0)), -rt _< ~ < 0, 
(g~) ~,~(~,_o+) _ Ps(~,-o?) = (t~(~) + ~,~(~,o)) B,, 
(g2) ~,~(~,-or) = (t~(~) + P~(~, o)) ~r, -,~_<~ < o, 
(g~) r3( -~ +, ~) - ra(-~7,  ~) = Air (~1(~) + ~s(0, ~)), 
(g~) ~,a(-,~, ~,) = a~" (t~1(~,) + ~'~(o, ~,)), -or<_~,<o, 
(hi) ~4( - r  +, ~) - ~4(-r/- ,  ~) = Ai r (B.~(~) + ~(0 ,  ~)), 
(h2) ~'4(-~, a) = Air (B3(a) + Ps(0, ~)), -n  < ~ < 0, 
(ha) ~'4(~ - r+) - ~4(~, - ' / '7 )  = _ (~T(~)  ~_ ~D4(~, 0)) Ci, 
(h4) P4(~,-~) = -(Br(~) + P4(~, 0)) Ca, -n  _< ~ < O, 
(id ~'~(~,-o+) _ ~,~(~,-o7) = (~(~) + ~'~(~, o)) s,, 
(i2) Ps(~,-Or) = (B~ (~) + r6(~, 0)) Be, -rt _< ~ < 0, 
(is) ~Ps(-r +, ~) - :P,(-r~-, ~) = -C~ r (BI(~) + ~s(0, a)), 
(i4) ~'~(-ra, ~) = -C[  (B~(~) + ~'~(0, ~)), -or<_~,<o, 
0, )  ~'~(-~+,,,) - ~ '~(- , - : , , , )  = -c~ (~a(,,) + ~,~(o,,,)), 
0=) ~'~( -~,  ~') = -c ,  "r (~a(,~) + ~,~(o, ~-)), -~  < o. < o, 
( i=  1 , . . . , r -  1), 
( i=  1 , . . . , l -  1), 
(i = 1 , . . . , r -  1), 
( i=  1 , . . . , i -  1), 
( i=  1 , . . . , l -1 ) ,  
( i=  1 , . . . , l -1 ) ,  
( i= l , . . . , r -1 ) ,  
( i=  1 , . . . , l -  1), 
- r i  < ~ < 0, 
-0~ < ~ < 0, 
(3.32) 
(3.33) 
-~<~<0, 
(3.34) 
(3.35) 
-r~ <~<0,  
(3.36) 
(3.37) 
-0r _< ~ < 0, 
(3.38) 
(3.39) 
-~  _~<0,  
(3.40) 
(3.41) 
-~<~<0, 
(3.42) 
(3.43) 
-~  __ ~ < 0, 
(3.44) 
(3.45) 
-Or _< o" < 0, 
(3.46) 
(3.47) 
(i = 1 , . . . , l -  1), 
(3.48) 
(3.49) 
(the upper indices "-" and "+" denote the left and right limits of the functions at the correspon- 
dent point or, accordingly the wide spread symbolism, ~+ -- ~+0, ~- - a -0 ;  the symbol 
r,g 
r-g=k 
denotes the sum corresponding to such r and g that rr - T e - rk ) .  
It is easy to see that the equation (3.6) can be presented in the form 
dJ(z(t+~),~(t+~),u(t+cr))dt L°0)= -21(~zr° ( t - r ' )Q ' J z° ( t - r J )+gur° ( t )u° ( t ) )  ' , , = o  j=o 
(3.50) 
where uo(t) and zo(t) are the optimal control actions and the corresponding trajectories of the 
coordinates of (2.1); dJ/dt[u.O ) is the time derivative of the functional (3.8) along uo(t) and zo(t) 
of (zl).  
Therefore, if the integrand of the performance riterion (2.2) is a positive definite quadratic form 
and, hence, the derivative dJ/dtlu.(= ) is negative definite, then the positive definiteness conditions 
of the functional (3.8) are the asymptotic stability conditions of the closed-loop control system. 
Now we formulate a similar theorem on the existence of the optimal control which can be 
proved in a standard way [4,5]. 
~/lO-ll-J~ 
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TIIP.Olt~M 3.1. If there exist admissible controls and a positive dellnite functional J(¢(t + ~), 
k(t + ~), u(t + ¢)) whose derivative along the solutions of (2.1) ~t~ the condition (3.50) for 
some functional (3.9) 
uo(t)=uo[z(t+~l),~(t+~2),u(t+~)], -~<~1,2<0,  -0~ <¢<0 and 
) 
i=0 j--O 
11 /} 1 Y'] x'r(t - n )Qq z(t - r~) + g u'r(O u(O , = rain dJ + ,,(0 "~" '~(0 i=o j=o 
then no(t) gives m/nimum to the functional (2.2) among admissible controls (here z0(t) is the 
corresponding trajectory). 
The global optimality (minimum) of the solution follows from the convexity of the set of 
admissible controls mad of the functional (2.2), and linearity of the constraint (2.1). 
The system of equations (3.14)-(3.49) can be solved only approximately. It is of importance 
to find nn appropriate approximation. It is quite natural to seek the numerical solution utilizing 
finite-difference methods, i.e., to replace the original system with difference quations, solve 
these equations and estimate the accuracy of the solution. We will show that the finite-difference 
approximation of (3.14)-(3.49) links up with the optimal problem solution for a special system 
of linear differential equations without delays. 
4. EQUIVALENT OPTIMAL PROBLEM 
Instead of (2.1) we consider the so-called equivalent system 
I I r 
~o(t )=Aozo( t ) -EC ,  z° ,Ct )+Ea,  zT, ( t )+BouNN.(t )+EBiz; , ( t ) ,  (4.1) 
i----1 i----1 iml  
N~i(t) + zi(t) = z,-x(t), (i = 1 . . . .  , N), zo(t) = xo(t), (4.2) 
~.0  -ffzi(t ) +z°(t) = z°_l(t), (i = 1,... ,N), z°(t) = ~o(t), (4.3) 
Or 
N,  ~( t )  + z~(t) = zL~(t), (i = 1, . . . ,N*) ,  z~(t) = UNN.(t), (4.4) 
ZT,(t)=ZN,(t), Zr0,(t) zOi(t), Z;,(t) Z/V/(t), Ni N ri N .0 '  
0,." 
z'(0) = ~,~ \ N ' / '  • ) 
where Ni and N* are assumed to be integers; z0(t), z°(t), zi(t), and z~(t) are vectors of appro- 
priate dimensions. 
In the approximate model (4.1)-(4.4) the delay units are represented by a chain of aperiodieed 
units (4.2)-(4.4). Such an approach in known and was widely used in practice as a way of 
modeling of processes with delays. 
This system is equivalent to the system (2.1) in the following sense. 
Lt'.MMA 4.1. For every T and 6 > 0 such numbers No(6) and N~(6) can be found that [[z0(t) -
• (O I I L lo ,~ -< 6, I1~o(~) - ~(Oll i : , lOTl <- 6, for ~(t) and ~o(t) sat~ryins the ~quatio~ (2,1), 
(4.1)-(4.4), ~pea i , l y ,  when u(O = uMN.(O, N >_ No and N" >_ N;. 
T 
Here  the symbol H " II-'=[0,T] denotes f I[" II 2dr. The proof is analogous to that given in [4]. 
0 
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We consider the well-known quadratic controller problem for the system (4.1)-(4.4) and the 
cost functional 
1/(~(zT(t) QijZNjN,(')q'ZNjN,(')QTzo('))'~'9"TNo(t)UNN°(t)) dr. I = ~ \,=o j>, (4.5) 
The optimal control has the form 
1 T 
tLNN" (~) = -- ; BNN. ~/VONN* XNN* (t), (4.6) 
1 T 
JNN* = min I = ~ZNN.(O) ~ONN* XNN* (0 ) ,  (4.7) 
"~rN*O) 
where ;gNN° (l~)-" {=O(t), Z l ( t ) , . . . ,  ZN, ( t ) , . . . ,  Z~/,($), . . .  ,ZN=(t) , . . . ,  Z;r ( t )} is an (mT2NTN')- 
dimensional vector, 
[ o] SIN.=  aT0...0 B , 'o . . .w I ,  o... , (4.8) 
and WONN* satisfies the algebraic Riccati equation 
1 
QNN* -]" ATN • WONN* "4" WONN* ANN" "WONN* BNN* I" -- BNN* ~/t~ONN* -" O, 
g 
(4.9) 
where, in its turn 
QNN* -- r l Q.  . . .  • * • , 
L Q= "'" Q . . I  
~/~ION N, ~-- 
Wu 
~V2N+N*+I, 1 
~I ,2N+N*+t  
~/V2N+N" +I ,  2N+N* +I  
(4.10) 
ANN* ~. 
Ao 
0 
0 
. . o  
0 
0 
0 
° . .  
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
° * .  
0 
I @ D 
a 8 O 
S O • 
Ai 
0 
0 
0 
N ~A~ 
0 
0 
0 
. . .  
0 
• " Az -C i  . . . .  C t  . . .  B i  
• . .  0 0 . . .  0 . . . . . .  0 
• . .  0 . . . . . . . . .  0 
• . .  - . .  0 . . .  0 . . . . . .  
. . . .  ~-I,,N 0...  0 . . . . . .  0 
D 
N • . ~- At _ ~vn Ci . . . .  N,~ CI ... ~-: B~ 
• " 0 0 . . . .  ~ ' lm . . .0  
• . 0 0 . . .  0 . . . . . .  0 
• . o o . . .  o . . . .  ~- I ,  
. ,  . ,  . . . . .  , ,  . . .  
• . 0 0 . . .  0 . . .  0 
. . ,B f  
° **0  
.o ,0  
. . .0  
• • • ~Br  
"* '0  
" ' '0  
" * '0  
(4.11) 
The possibility to approximate the solution of (2.1) by the solution of (4.1)-(4.4) allows us to 
compare the quadratic ost optimal control problem for time-delay systems of the type (2.1) with 
the analogous problem (the auxiliary optimal problem) for the equivalent systems of the type 
(4.1)-(4.4). Optimal control (4.6) for the auxiliary optimal problem can be presented in the form 
UNN*( t )~- - - I /~T  (0 )  "O( t )  
N ° N 
-4- K:~ [0, I - =I z~ (t) + ~ K: T [1 - i, 0] z~(t) 
i=  l "-- 
+/Ca T [I - i, 0l z°(t)) }, (4.12) 
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where the functions/C[i] sad/Ck[i,j], k = 1,2,3 have the form of (3.10)-(3.13), and the corre- 
sponding functions W, Bk[i], (k = 1,2,3) and Pm[i,j] (m = 1,...  ,6) satisfy the Riccati type 
equations, which, in turn, are the difference approximation of the Riccati equations (3.14)-(3.49) 
obtained for the problem (2.1) and (2.2) (see Appendix B). 
The functional (4.5) is different from the one introduced in [5]. However, the theorems char- 
acterizing the proximity of the optimal solutions of the original and equiyalent problems can be 
proven analogous to the particular case considered in [3]. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let u(t), z(t), Jo and UNN* (t), Z0(t), JNN* be the optimal solutions of the 
original time-delay and approximate synthesis problems, respectively. Then for any arbitrary 
small 5 > 0, numbers No(5) and N~(5) can be ?ound, such that ?or all N _> No and N* > N~, 
I lxo(t)  - x(t)ll :.to,oo) _< 8, I lu(t )  - UNN.(t)ll  [O,oo) S 8, 
IJo - JNN* I < 0.5 (g + IqoI 8. 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that we can we find numbers No and N~ such that the optimal solution 
UNN-(t),z0(t) of the approximate problem (4.1)-(4.4) and (4.12) exists for all N >_ No and 
N* >_ N~. Then the optimal solution u(t),z(t) of the original time-delay system problem (2.1), 
(2.2) with the quadratic functional exists; and in case the optimal solution exists, we can lind 
No(5) and N~(5) such that the inequalities (4.13), (4.14) are valid for all N >_ No and N* > N~. 
Hence, the solution of the optimal control problem for time-delay systems can be obtained by 
considering the same problem for equivalent systems, which have been investigated in detail. 
5. PRACTICAL  IMPLEMENTATION OF THE OPTIMAL CONTROL LAW 
The optimal control law (3.9) can be realized in practice only approximately. Of practical 
importance is the consideration of the so-called suboptimal control system which is formed by 
the original time-delay system (2.1) and the controller (4.12) optimal for the equivalent system 
(4.1)-(4.4). 
Analogously to [5], the following theorem can be proven. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let z(t), u(t), J0 and Zl(t), Ul(t), J1 be the solutions of the original optimal time- 
delay and suboptimal systems and the corresponding values of the quadratic functionals (2.2) 
and (4.5). Then, for any arbitrary small 5 > O, numbers N0(5) and N~(5) can be round such 
that for all N _> No and N* _> N~, 
II (t) - <_ 6, I lu(O - ) _< 5, 
IJo - < O.5 (g + m ff lq, l) 5. 
The significance of this theorem is that it substantiates the possibility of using the suboptimal 
systems whose average properties are as close to the optimal system properties as one wants. 
Their practical realization is easy enough, the suboptimal system controller being realized by 
elementary linear units. 
The above discussion was related to the differential-difference systems with stable difference 
operator. The problem of stabilizing the neutral type delay systems with an unstable difference 
operator was considered in [I]. 
Such systems cannot be stabilized by the control aw of the type (3.9) and need an additional 
derivative feedback. The controller equation for the mentioned systems hould contain deriv&tives 
of state-variables. 
The reasonable question is why such a solution cannot be obtedned from the consideration of
the generalized optimal control problem, i.e., from the variational approach. We can assume that 
the solution proposed in [1] is unrobust with respect o the control aw determined. 
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To prove it we present he system (2.1) as a generalized linear system over the polynomial ring 
R(z), where z defines delay operators (see [1]) 
n(z) = =(t) + B(z) ,,(t). (5.1) 
Unlike (3.9), the general form of the stabilizing control aw is 
,,(t) = + ,,(t), (5.2) 
where v(t)  is the control of the type (3.9) and K(z )  is a polynomial in z such that the resulting 
system has a stable difference operator. 
We will call the control law (5.2) the "ideal" one in contrast o the actual control law us(t) 
because of the impossibility to reproduce xactly the expression (3.9) and derivatives of the 
system coordinates. As it follows from the above consideration, the control v(t)  can be presented 
approximately by the expressions (4.12), (4.2)-(4.4). Thus we consider here digital and analog 
variants of the approximate implementation of derivative feedback, i.e., 
1 
~(t) ~. -~ (z(t)  - z(t - e)), and 
+ ,,o(t) = K( , )  + v(t), 
(5.3) 
(5 4) 
(e is a small positive number; different existing realizations give expressions similar to (5.3) and 
(5.4)). Examining the difference operator of the closed-loop system (5.1), (5.2), and (5.3) (or 
(5.4)), we can establish that it is unstable. Therefore, the "idea]" stabilizing controls cannot 
guarantee stability of neutral type delay systems with unstable difference operator in practice, 
and this class of neutral systems can be called practically strueturely unstable. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
The optimal control problem for differential-difference systems and the quadratic performance 
criterion has been considered. The solution of the corresponding Bellman equation represents he 
generalized form of the Lyapunov quadratic functionals for the considered class of systems. The 
approximate optimal solution for linear differential-difference systems with s stable difference 
operator was examined. The related problems of realization of the optimal control law and 
robustness of differential-difference systems with an unstable difference operator were discussed. 
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APPr .ND] [X  A 
Using the stamiazd procedure dfinaln 5 the partial derlvat~vm for the open,  or (3.8), we have (~l ffi ~, Or ffi O) 
1 l 0 
2./8 ~(t "1" ~)= ~T ( , )W ¢(')"t" =1" ( , )W .¢(t)Jr ~ ~ / (.~T (, "4" ~)/'/ij : ( t - -  , r . / J r  'ri "4- ~) 
;=1 j>_i_r i 
+~T(t  -- , j  +: ,  +~)HT=(t+~l)d~ 
0 
+ / ( :10 B~(~) ~(~ + ~) + ~(t + ~) 8~1~) ~10) d~ 
- -e  
0 
+ f (,(t) ~(~)~(t +~) + ~r(~ + ~)B~(~)~(t)) d~ 
0 
+ f ( :  (t) B21~)~(t + ~) + : I t  + ~) ~1~)~(0) d~ 
0 
+ f (~r (~) ~1~)~(~ + ~) + , r  (~ + ~) B~ 1~),(~)) d~ 
0 0 
+ / /(:(' +"" . ( ' ,~ ' - ( '  +~' + o'~' +,,,,.(,,o,~(, + ~, ) .~ .  
0 0 0 0 
- - r  -e -e -~ 
o o 
+ / / ( : ,  +' , ' . " . - ' * "  + ~' + : ( '  + ~, , : , , .o , , ( .  +, , ) , , ,~.  
~gr ~gr 
ami 
0 
2s. ~(t + ~) = f ( : ( t )  B~(o) ~(t + o) + ~T(t + o) B~(~)=(t)) d~ 
--e 
0 0 
+ //(:(' +"' , " , "  ~(' +., + :(, +,,.,~,,.) ~,, +.,) ~ ~o 
--e --e 
0 0 0 0 
--r --8 --0 --r 
0 0 0 0 
--I" - -# --e - - r  
0 
0 0 
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0 0 0 0 
- - r  --O --O - - r  
0 0 
dr J / (~T( ' '} '~) 'e (~ '~)* ( t ' l ' ° ) ' l ' ' T ( ' ' l '~) 'e (~ '° ) ' ( t '} 'a ) )d~d~"  
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APPENDIX  B 
For the inference of the expressions which serve the difference approximation of the Riccati equations (3.14)- 
(3.49), we introduce the following variables: 
N* 
Waa = W, 6111 - '1 = ~ Wl,i+2N+a, 
and 
N N W /~[1--s~='~l }'Vl,i+1, B311--s~----~ 1,i+N+l, 
(N*~ 2 
7)i[1 - i , l - j ] - -  \ '~- r /  Wi+2N+],j+2N+I, 
fNN'3 
7>3[1 - i,1 - j ]  = ~, r - -~r  / }'Vi+I,j+2N+I, 
fNN'   
7>s[1 - i , l - j ]  = \ ' -~- r}  Wi+N+Lj+2N+I,  
7>2[1 - i, 1 -  j] = ~'i Wi+I , j+I ,  
7>411- i, 1 -  j] ---- ~" Wi+I,j+N+I, 
7>el1 -- i, 1 -- j] ---- "~i ~)i+N-I-I,j+N.F1. 
Then we get the appropriate quations for the corx~pondlng blocks of the algebraic Riccati equation (4.9): 
(a) blocks (1,1) equivaient to (3.14); 
Co) blocks (i + 2N -I- 1,1) (or (1,i + 2N + 1)), where i ~ ~ N* (k = 0 , . . . ,  r), i < N* equivalent to (3.15); 
(c) blocks (1, i q- 1) (or (i + 1,1)), whea-e i ~ -~ N (k = 0 . . . . .  /), i < N equivaiextt o (3.16); 
(d) blocks (i "1" N + 1,1) (or (1, i -I- N -I- 1)), where i ~ ~- N (k -- O . . . . .  I), i < N equivalent to (3.17); 
(e) blocks (i + 2N + 1, j + 2N + 1), where i(j) ~ ~ N* (k = O ...... r), i(j) < N* equivalent to (3.18); 
(f) blocks (i + 1, j  + 1), where i(j) ~ ~ N (k = 0 . . . . .  /), equivalent to (3.19); 
(g) blocks ( i+ l , j+2N+l )  (or ( j+2N+l , i+ l ) ) ,  where i ~ ~N,  (k = 0 . . . . .  /), j ~ ~N*  (k = 0 . . . . .  r), 
i < N, j < N*, equivalent to (3.20); 
(h) blocks (i + 1, j  + N + 1) (or (j + N + 1, i + 1)), where i(j) ~ S~ N (k = 0 . . . . .  l), i(j) < N equivalent to 
(3.21); 
(i) blocks ( i+N+I , j+2N+I )  (o r ( j+2N+l , i+N+l ) ) ,  where i ~ ~:~N (k =0 . . . . .  l ) , j  ~ ee-~N* (k- -  
0 , . . . , r ) ,  i < N, j  < N* equivalent to (3.22); 
(j) blocks (i + N + 1, j  + N + 1), where i(j) ~ ~ N (k = 0 . . . . .  i), i(j) < N equivalent to (3.23); 
(It) blocks (i + 1, j + 1), where i(j) -- ~k (k = 1 . . . . .  1), i(j) < N equivalent to (3.24). 
The boundary conditions for Bk[s 1 (k = 1,2,3) and 7>r[i,j] (r = 1 . . . . .  6) can be obtained from the following 
blocks of (4.9), respectively: 
block (i + 2N + 1,1) (or (1, i + 2N + 1)), where i = N*, for B1 It1; 
block (i + 1,1) (or (1, i + 1)), where i -- N, for B2[,~; 
block (i + N + 1,1) (or (1,i + N + 1)), where i -- N, for B3[,~; 
blocks (2N + i + 1, j + 2N + 1) (or (j + 2N + 1,2N + i + 1)), where j < N*, i -- N*, for 7>1 [i, j]; 
blocks (i + 1, j  + 1) (or (j + 1,i + 1)), where j < N,i  = N, for 7>~[i,j]; 
blocks ( i+ l , j+2N+l )  (or ( j+2N+l , i+ l ) ) ,  where i ~ ~ N (k -- 0 . . . . .  /), i < N, j = N*, for 7>3[1,3~; 
blocks ( i+  1, j  + 2N+ 1) (or (j + 2N + 1 , i+  1)), where j < N*, j ~ ~ N* (k = 0 . . . . .  r), i = N, for 
7>3[i, j1; 
blocks (i + 1, j  + N+ 1) (or ( j+  N+ 1 , i+  1)), where j < N, j ~ ~N (k --- 0 . . . . .  l), i = N, for 7>,[i,j]; 
blocks (i + l , j  + N + l) (or (j + N + l , i  + l)), where i < N, i ~ ~N (k=0 . . . . .  i), j = N, for T>4[i,j]; 
blocks ( i+N+I , j+2N+I )  (or ( j+2N+I , i+N+I ) ) ,  where i ~ ~N (k =0 . . . . .  i), i < N, j = N*, 
for 7~s[i, j]; 
blocks ( i+N+ 1, j+2N+1)  (or ( j+2N+I , I+N+I ) ) ,  where i = N, j ~ ~ N* (k = 0 , . . . , r ) ,  j < N*, 
for 7>s[i, j]; 
blocks (i + N + 1, j  + N + 1) (or (j  + N + 1,i + N -I- 1)), where i(j) = N, j(i) < N, for 7>eli, J]. 
The discontinuity conditions follow from the expressions corresponding to the blocks given above if in the 
appropriate equalities N and N* change for ~'k/'rl N (k = 0 . . . . .  i - 1), 0t /St  N* (k = 0 . . . . .  r -  1 ) and (~ - rt )/~ N 
(i > k -- 1 , . . . ,  i), respectively. 
